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Question:   What makes a muscle cell different from a skin cell different from a liver cell?

Analogy:     What makes a living room different from a bathroom different from the kitchen?

Answer:      What furniture and appliances and windows are placed where and  when

What genes are expressed where and when and how much

Strategy: Measure the abundance of mRNA transcripts in a bunch of samples, and use 
statistically rigorous approaches to identify differential expression

Methods:    Prior to 1995:       One gene at a time qPCR 

1995-2015:       Microarrays

Since 2015:       RNAseq

Since 2019:       single cell RNAseq

Rationale for Gene Expression Profiling
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Expression in a tissue generally 
implies the gene is active there

Co-expression with similar 
types of gene may imply 
“guilt by association”

FISH and sub-cellular imaging of 
proteins tells us where they act

Gene Ontology Analysis: Annotating Gene Function



Gene Enrichment Analysis: Hypothesis generation

2 Approaches to Enrichment:

GSEA asks whether the rank of 
expression of genes in known 
pathways is skewed up or down

GO asks whether there is an excess
of genes in a DE (differentially 
expressed) set in a GO term relative 
to the whole transcriptome

Network analysis places genes as hubs and nodes
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Cancer Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Differential Gene Expression



Clinical Diagnostics



Chaussabel et al (2008) Immunity 29: 150-164

Cohort Studies



Genetics of Gene Regulation



eQTL:  Variants regulating gene expression

Expression QTL are polymorphisms 
that affect the expression of a gene.

They are particularly interesting 
when they overlap with GWAS hits.



Causal Regulatory Variant Fine-Mapping is Difficult



Droplet Single Cell Genomics: scRNAseq

Michelle Duan, Eun Lee and GG, submitted

GeneWiz website



Li et al (2016)  Science 352: 600-604

Epigenomics



http://www.omicscouts.com/en/disease-and-systems-biology.html

Integrative genomics / Systems Biology


